
Tweeps who are the

first to try our stuff

 simultaneously

live in the old and

new environments

(if pilot doesn't

apply to their

whole team)

Gives direct

feedback

Effective

channels to

ask questions

and give

feedback

Might have to

deal with

resistance from

those not

involved in pilot

Readily

apply

changes to

their work

Resources

to

understand

pilot

Excited to

apply about

new

solutions

Happy to

throw away

status quo

See

themselves

as good

testers

Frustrated with

timing. Need

some of these

problems solved

yesterday.

Believe that

they

represent a

group

Lack of community/

people to work with

to figure out HWW

problems

Want to

share early

Want to

know when

and how to

influnence

Want to feel

valued for

opinion and

effort

Struggles with

lack of best

practices/process

Care about

making

things better

Happy to

work

through

kinks 

Adapt

quickly as

they

experiment

Cares about

outcomes

Feel the

pain of the

old issue

Have a larger

goal/narrative

linked to it/

external

validation

Persona

Tweeps who

promote our stuff

Can't get people

to use new

tools/processes

Struggles with

too many cooks

in the kitchen

when getting

work done

Needs more

efficient way

to work

across teams

Recognizes

need to make

doing the

work easier

Coordinates

work across

their team (or

multiple)

Create

processes

on their

teams. 

Need talking

points and

support in

answering

questions from

ppl

Actively

invested

Help us to

cascade and

reinforce

messages

Give

testimonials and

communicate

support for

change

Support and

aligned messaging

from managers/

leaders

Struggles to find

what they need -

docs, guides, etc.
Strong

messaging

that explains

the why need to have trust

that we will support

them 

Need to be bought

in to the solution 

Take a risk 

Persona

Tweeps who use our

stuff

Everyone else on

their team is using it

Struggle to balance/

replace "HWW"

process with their

own

Thinks doing the

upfront work of

changing behavior is

annoying/not worth it

To

understand

"why"

Adopt the

change and

work through

the pain to get

there

The change curve

is inevitable, even if

the change is

beneficial. There

will be general pain

related to

changing. 

Needs to

know where

resources are

Clear

training/FAQ

A place to go

to get help--

both self-

serve AND a

live person.

Reinforced messaging/

reminders

Their manager/

leadership to support

the change they are

being told to make. 

Need to have

awareness of

what's coming

well in

advance

Alignment with other

organizational/cultural

systems

Ask

questions,

provide

feedback

Complain

Resist the

change

resist

Edit the

solution/adpat

Share with others 

Escalate issues 

Persona


